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Toppings
Coating Mix TM-808 Universal mix that will make every product golden and
crunchy. It is also very aromatic. Dosage: according to individual preferences
(as all the products presented here).
RED Topping No 1 TM-840 An attractive topping with a yellow, orange, and
red colour. Dominating taste of onion and paprika.
Decorative&Tasty Topping TM-851 An outstanding orange colour and spicy
aroma of paprika makes it very extraordinary and perfect for highlighting the
natural taste of meat dishes.
'Beskidzka' Topping TM-825 Unusual topping, perfect for roasts and meat
pies. Beige and olive, with a spicy aroma and a mild note of a leek.
Barbeque TM-650 A fine powder of faded orange colour. A spicy aroma, later
slightly burning. Recommended especially for bacon and shish kebab.
'Sudecka' TM-830 With a specific spicy taste, a bit salty, and with an onion
aftertaste. Beige and bricky. Recommended for hams.
Poultry Ham TM-820 Highlights the taste of poultry.
GOLDEN No 4 TM-835 Has a dominant yellow colour, with some orange and
red.
AMERICAN RIBS TM-850 Very aromatic and rich. Might be used as a
marinade as well. Perfect for chicken and ribs. Has some clearly visible pieces
of spices used, which give it orange and red colour.
Melanko composes toppings using natural herbs and spices. We are open to
any suggestions our Clients have, which makes our offer suitable for all.
Marinades made with natural spice mixes
Aurora Pepper TM-601 Light taste with dominating paprika and tomatoes. Mix
with an intense red colour.
Pakistani Grill TM-602 Universal marinade and mix for all the curry type meats.
Mild Paprika TM-603 An intense aroma of sweet, red paprika.
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Hot Paprika TM-604 An intense aroma of sweet, red paprika, with some chilli
pepper. An amazing taste.
Hot Spice TM-605 A paprika note with spicy aroma. Slightly salty and burning.
Indian Curry TM-606 Typical, with dominating curry aroma. Some other spices
and paprika are added as well. Perfect for Indian cuisine and poultry.
Noble Honey TM-607 Noble taste and aroma of honey. Perfect for white meat.
Marinades may be composed according to individual requests. We are open to
any suggestions our Clients have.
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